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Under the Sea
Missing Numbers

Write each missing number on the sea creatures.
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Under the Sea
I Spy and Add to 20

Count the number of each type of sea creature on the 
following page. Then, write the numbers in the boxes to 
create and solve these addition number sentences.
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Under the Sea I Spy and Add to 20
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Under the Sea
Counting in 2s Dot to Dot

Join the even dots to count in 2s and reveal the full picture.
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Under the Sea
Subtraction up to 10

==-5

==-1

==-2

==-6

==-7

0 2 4 6 81 3 5 7 9 10
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Under the Sea
Matching Activity

Circle the picture that is the same size as the first picture.
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Pirates
Phonics Activity Mat

Section 5
Write the missing 
sounds on 
these words.

Section 2
Add the sound buttons to these words.

spray stone longer

Section 3
Write the real words next to the chest and the 
nonsense words next to the bin.

                              
                                     

                              
                                     

smish right

time lift

toint frish

glest printer

Section 4
Colour all the words that contain the ay digraph.

sunshinesunshinethreethree

crayoncrayon

feetfeet

prayingpraying
leadsleads

sockssocks

straystray

Section 1
Read these 
words aloud.

queensweet teedin yorb drench

triff mothphang sandwichbookdog

ki         

sh           k

b           t

f           k

k      t     

t         nip

ladd         

m      z     

sn           l

bru          
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CanCan
you...?you...?

CanCan
you...?you...?

CanCan
you...?you...?

CanCan
you...?you...?

CanCan
you...?you...?

CanCan
you...?you...?

prabe

author snake

game rame

Aufes August

Pirates
Phonics Checklist

bush

smallchill

high

Tick two words that 
can have ‘-er’ and ‘-est’ 
added to the end to 
make new, real words.

Put a tick next to the 
real words and a cross 
next to the alien words.

Spell the missing days 
of the week.

                     

Tuesday

                     
Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Circle the 
correct spelling.

Complete the table. Write these letters as 
capital letters.

werwer
weerweer

werewere

Singular 
(one)

Plural 

(more than one)

ducks

coach

shells

c a
o d
g q

I did it! I did it! I did it!

I did it! I did it! I did it!
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play day say way Sunday pray bay gean dreast

tray clay yay vay glay tay ray preat meach

sway away shray runway chay spray zay stray holiday

spray Saturday lay birthday whirt sunray hay payday bay

player pay daytime stay lird layer weekday players daydream

display weekday airway haystack shird Thursday daylight hairspray sway

playtime saying dirt stir girl shirt bird tray crayon

bead firm whirl sir birth skirt third first feast

seal beat seat leap read sea meat beast beam

east clean heat eat treat beans neat speak team

Pirates
Phonics Mosaic

Read the real and nonsense words with each digraph in. 
Use the key to colour in the squares to reveal the hidden picture.

Real words 
with ay

Real words 
with ea

Nonsense words 
with ea

Real words 
with ir

Nonsense words 
with ay

Nonsense words 
with ir
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clay

pie

treat

sprout

cloud

sea

cried

crayon

Challenge: Can you spell a word to match one of the pictures?

Pirates
I Spy and Read

Draw a line to the matching picture when you have read each word.
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Pirates
The Mystery of the Missing Treasure

Captain Redbeard and his crew had been sailing for six long months 
when they finally arrived at Treasure Island.

The crew sailed the ships 
into Smuggler’s Bay...

...and hopped off onto the sand.

After four days of walking, the crew finally started to dig at where X 
had marked the spot. However, when they opened the creaky treasure 
chest, all of the treasure was gone!

Someone must have sneaked off one of   
the ships during the night and stolen the 
treasure for themselves! 

?? ?? ??

As Detective Chief Inspector on the case, it is your job to find out 
who has taken the treasure. You have taken down the names and 
descriptions of 20 crew members who were on Redbeard’s ships. There 
are also five important clues that have been discovered. To crack the 
case, you will need to solve each clue and check the information with 
the list of names.

Will you be able to solve the mystery and help Redbeard find the 
greedy pirate? Good luck!
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Pirates: The Mystery of the Missing Treasure

Clue 1: Lads and Lassies
Read each of these words and tick whether the word 
is real or nonsense.  
 
If there are more real words, the treasure thief is male. 

If there are more nonsense words, the treasure thief is female.

game

real
nonsense

splain

real
nonsense

shiprot

real
nonsense

parron

real
nonsense

sound frunday waves goke

real
nonsense

real
nonsense

real
nonsense

real
nonsense

float plaunth coins vorfin

real
nonsense

real
nonsense

real
nonsense

real
nonsense

There are        real words and        nonsense words.

There are more                       words so the greedy pirate 

must be                      .
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Pirates: The Mystery of the Missing Treasure

Clue 2: All Aboard
Each of these words has two letters missing. 
Add the missing letters and write the word in the 
correct box, making sure to spell it correctly.  

The two letters with the most matching words will show 
which ship the greedy pirate works on.

The letters          are used the most.

Which ship does the greedy pirate work on?
      Evil Delight          Golden Doubloon        Horrid Princess

fa                  ip

         ap          ep

         in

         ob

re                  urt          op

If st has the most 
matching words, the 
pirate works on the 
Golden Doubloon.

If sp has the most 
matching words, 

the pirate works on 
the Evil Delight.

spsp stst
If sn has the most 

matching words, the 
pirate works on the 

Horrid Princess.

snsn
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Pirates: The Mystery of the Missing Treasure

Clue 3: Scrub the Deck
Draw a line to match the word to the correct 
grapheme. They all make an alternative sound. 
Make sure that you spell the words correctly.  

The grapheme with the most matching words will show the 
treasure thief’s job. 

The grapheme with the most matching words is       ,

so the greedy pirate must be a                                        .

ii    ee

gingin    erer

tt    ldld

gg    ldld

aa    idid

    emem

DeDe    emberember crcr    stalstal

gg    mm

cc

gg

yy

oo

If c is needed most, 
the culprit is a:

If y is needed most, 
the culprit is a:

If o is needed most, 
the culprit is a:

If g is needed most, 
the culprit is a:

powder powder 
monkeymonkey

gunnergunner

boatswainboatswain

carpentercarpenter
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Pirates: The Mystery of the Missing Treasure

Clue 4: Eye, Eye!
Read the sentences below. Decide which suffix is 
needed to correctly complete the words.

The suffix           is used the most.

This means that the greedy pirate                    an eyepatch.

I bet Captain Redbeard wants to flatt         the greedy pirate!

I’m sure another pirate will help to light         their load.

Who stay         up 
later than everyone 

else last night?

I’m shocked 
that someone has  

help        . 
themselves!

I saw Captain 
Redbeard’s lip 

stiff         when he 
heard the news.

Why did the Captain 
slack         his 

control of his crew?

I bet the 
Captain will 
sharp        . 
his sword!

They’ve watch         the 
investigation this whole time!

The police will need to 
wid         their investigation.

I wonder if the culprit wait         until it had gone dark.

I bet the treasure is hidd         in plain sight.

Who want         the 
treasure all to 
themselves?

-ed -en
If -ed is used most, the culprit 

does have an eyepatch.
If -en is used most, the culprit 

does not have an eyepatch.
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Pirates: The Mystery of the Missing Treasure

Clue 5: Polly Wants a Cracker
Draw a line to match the word with the correct 
vowel digraph, then write the word in the box. 
Make sure that you spell the words correctly.

The vowel digraph with the most matching words will 
show whether or not the culprit has a pet parrot.

The vowel digraph with the most matching words is          .

That means that the greedy pirate                        a parrot.

If au has the most matching 
words, the culprit does not 

have a parrot.

If au has the most matching 
words, the culprit has a parrot.

hh    ntnt

hh    kk

  gustgust

prpr    nn

ll    nn

strstr    
hh    ll

yy    nn

ll    nchnch

awawauau
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Pirates: The Mystery of the Missing Treasure

Name Male 
or Female? Ship Job Do They Have 

an Eyepatch?
Do They 

Have a Parrot?

Birch Stone male Evil Delight gunner yes no

Danna England female Golden Doubloon powder monkey yes yes

Edrea Harding female Horrid Princess boatswain no yes

Elnora Arch female Golden Doubloon gunner no no

Garman Sherwood male Evil Delight powder monkey no no

Holden Winmore male Horrid Princess carpenter yes yes

Jannie Abram female Evil Delight gunner yes no

Lassie Lincoln female Golden Doubloon powder monkey no no

Lella Shelley female Evil Delight boatswain no no

Lockwood Swales male Horrid Princess carpenter no yes

Mossie Camden female Golden Doubloon boatswain yes no

Myra Oxworth female Golden Doubloon powder monkey no yes

Norman Smithy male Horrid Princess carpenter no no

Rayburn Vile male Evil Delight powder monkey no no

Rodman Wolf male Horrid Princess boatswain no yes

Rudd Law male Golden Doubloon gunner yes no

Shandy Smit male Horrid Princess powder monkey no no

Stanley Clark male Horrid Princess carpenter no no

Trudy 
Bartholomew

female Golden Doubloon powder monkey yes yes

The greedy pirate who stole the treasure was:
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